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The magnetic field due to a single vortex in anisotropic type-II superconductors with cubic
crystal symmetry is calculated at T =0 K by means of the boson method, The results for the
magnetic field are used in our analysis of stable orientation of the flux-line lattice with respect to
the crystal lattice. The theoretical results agree well with the stable orientation of the flux-line
lattice observed in weak-field region in Nb and Pb-Tl at low temperature. The boson charac-
teristic function for cubic superconductors is also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
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FIG. 1. Structures of the vortex lattices observed in Nb
and Pb-Tl.
Many type-II superconductors in the mixed state
have anisotropic properties which are caused by the
microscopic anisotropies of the superconducting elec-
tron system. ' In this paper we present a theoretical
analysis of low-K type-II superconductors of cubic
symmetry. It is well known that the flux lines form
hexagonal two-dimensional lattices in the mixed state
of isotropic type-II superconductors. However, the
experiments with the decoration technique" and
neutron diffraction" ' show that the flux-line lattice
(FLL) correlates with the crystal lattice (CL) (see
Fig. l). Such correlations indicate that the interac-
tion among vortices depends on their orientations. In
the case of low-K type-II superconductors, the in-
teraction among vortices has an attractive part which
causes the first-order transition at H = H, ~. The an-
isotropy of this attractive interaction gives rise to a
variety of anisotropic forms of FLL structure in the
weak-field region.
The vortex interaction energy, in the low-flux den-
sity limit, is given by
Here $ is the unit flux, and r;, =r; —r, where r;
means the position of the ith vortex. The function h
is defined as follows: h(r) means the magnetic field
at r created by a single vortex at origin. Note that
the vortex interaction energy is proportional to the
magnetic field h and, therefore, that a field reversal
creates an attractive interaction. Fisher and Teichler
estimated e;„, using the asymptotic form of h(r) for
r ~. The FLL structure in the weak-field region
is, ho~ever, affected mostly by the region where
h(r) takes its minimum value. Therefore, a precise
knowledge of h(r) in that region is needed when we
want to understand the stable structure of the FLL in
the low-K anisotropic superconductors.
A detailed calculation of the magnetic field due to
a single flux in isotropic superconductors was given
in Ref. 9, in which use was made of the boson
method. In this paper we calculate the magnetic field
h(r) for the cubic superconductors with an anisotro-
pic. Fermi. surface, and discuss the preferential orien-
tations of the FLL. Since various kinds of FLL
structure appear only at low temperatures, we assume
T =0' K in the present paper. Our results show that
the preferential orientations of the FLL agree with
experiments for Nb and Pb-Tl.
In order to discuss the stability of the basic cell
structure of the FLL, we need an accurate calculation
of the free energy in the mixed state. Takanaka, '
and Roger, Kahn, and Delrieu" calculated the mixed
state energy in the high-field region (H —H, 2), ex-
tending the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory to the
case of cubic superconductors with anisotropic Fermi
surface. Their results, except the ones for H II [001],
agree with experiments for Nb. In a forthcoming pa-
per we will present a calculation of the mixed state
energy in the entire range of the magnetic field and
temperature, using the boson method.
The boson theory of isotropic superconductivity is
given in Refs. 12 and 13. The analysis of the mixed
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state of isotropic type-II superconductors by means of
this theory was presented in Ref. )4. The first for-
mulation of the boson theory for the anisotropic su-
perconductors was presented in Refs. 15 and 16 in
which we studied the mixed state of A-15 structure
superconductors. There, we considered the case in
which the superconducting electrons have anisotropic
effective mass. The general form of the boson
theory, for anisotropic superconductors was given in
Ref. 17.
The macroscopic equations for the static case are
Vq( i8)8/ B—if(x) '=0
(7 SJJ 8/8J)AJ(x) = J d y c(x —y) Vi( i 8)—
&i(y) —'Bgf—(y)
(1.2)
J(x) =— d'yc(x —y) Vs( i 8)—
L
we need the knowledge of c function and tensor Vj.
But the evaluation of c function and V& for the aniso-
tropic superconductors is a very tedious task. The
derivation of the macroscopic equations and the cal-
culations of the c function and V& for the cubic su-
perconductors with a Fermi-surface anisotropy will be
summarized in Sec. III. In this section we make use
of this knowledge of the c function and V& and calcu-
late the magnetic field.
Let us first solve Eq. (1.1) for the single vortex
state. According to Eq. (1.2), we need only the
knowledge of '7f (x), instead of f(x) itself, in ord-
er to obtain the vector potential A or the magnetic
field. In the following we shall consider the case in
which the vortex lies on the (110) plane. Calculation
of Of(x) for this case is given in Appendix A,
~here we use the coordinate system in which the
third axis is directed along the vortex line and the
first and second axes are situated symmetrically with
respect to the (110) plane (see Fig. 2). The results
are
(1.3) d28)f(x) == I F~(q) exp(i q x)(2m)' (2.1)
where A.
~
is the London penetration depth, and
(xI) and JI( x ) are the i th components of the vec-
tor potential and electric current, respectively. In Eqs.
(1.1)—(1.3), use was made of the notation a;b;
,
a;b;. A superconducting state is characterized
by the function f(x) which satisfies Eq. (1.1). Note
that f(x) is equal to half the phase of the order
parameter. In the above equations c(x) is a func-
tion normalized by the condition
J d', x c(x) =1 (1.4)
and has been called the boson characteristic function
or c function. The symbol Vjj( i d) denotes a —deriva-
tive tensor operator and is 51~ for isotropic case. The
c function for isotropic superconductor is given in
Refs. 18—20. Note that c(x) and V&( i0) becom—e
anisotropic when the superconducting electron system
has an anisotropic property.
In Sec. II we solve the Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) and cal-
culate the magnetic field h (r) due to a single vortex.
Making use of this result for h(r) we will discuss the
anisotropic arrangements of FLL in the weak-field re-
gion. The calculation of h(r) requires the know-
ledge of c ( x) and V&( i V ). In Se—c. III, we calcu-
late these quantities for cubic superconductors with
anisotropic Fermi surface.
d'82f(x) == F2(q) exp(iq x)
2n '
83f(x) =:0,
where
(2.2)
(2.3)
and
Ft(q) = n[V2t(q, q)qt+ V22(q, e)q2]/q, (2.4)
F2(q) =-~[V»(q, e)q, + V„(q, e)q,]i/q', (2.5)
q = (qt, q2), x = (xt,x2) (2.6)
[001)
1 10)
= f010)
X2
In Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), the tensor V&(q, 8) is related
II. FLUX-LINE LATTICE STRUCTURE
In this section we calculate the magnetic field due
to a single vortex and discuss the preferential orienta-
tions of the FLL. To calculate the magnetic field by
means of the macroscopic equations (1.1) and (1.2),
110
FIG. 2. Coordinate system used in calculation of the
magnetic field. The vortex is directed along the x3 axis.
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to the one in the coordinate system given by the principal axes of the crystal as
v,,(q, e) =u, ,(e) v( u ,'(-e),
where
(2.7)
1
—,
' (1+cose)
us(e) = ——(1 —cose)
2 (2) 'i' sine
(1 —cose)12
—,
' (1+cose)
—(2) 'i' sine
——'(2) 'i' sine
2
——'(2) 'i2 sine
2
cos8
(2.8)
Here e is the angle between the vortex and [001] axis.
Let us now solve the macroscopic equation (1.2) for the vector potential. We see from Eqs. (2.1)—(2.3) that
the solution of the macroscopic equation (1.2) should not depend on the variable x3. Then by introducing the
Fourier transforms of A( x ) and c ( x ) as
A(x) = t, A(k) exp(i k x)22r '
c(x) = 'I dx3c(r) = lt — c(k) exp(i k x)(27r)'
we can rewrite the macroscopic equation (1.2)
1
[—k A;(k) +k;kiA3(k)] = — c(k) Vi(k, e) AJ(k) —+Fj(k)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
c(k) Vtp,
k22 + A1(k) —k1k2—c(k) V1p2 — c(k) Vtp332k +
~ L'~3(k)
d1C(k) (V11F1 + V12F2)
—k2k)—
'1
c(k) V2pt 2 c(k) V22 — c(k) V23 @c(k)(V21F1+V2p2F2)A1 k + k12+ 2 —A2 k + XL2A3(k)
(2.12)
c(k) V31 c(k) V32 2 c(k) V33 — @c(k)(V31F1+V22F2)+ +k +- 2 23k) 2W, (k) ) 2~,(k)
Here V2 stands for Vi(k, e).
%e now have
1t1c(k) det11(k) — @c(k) detI 2(k) — pc(k) detI 3(k)At k A2 k A3 k
detI p(k) &L detI'p(k) 3 L dtelp(k)
where
(2.13)
1
k2' + c(k) V1'1/)iL
I"p(k) = —k2k1+c(k) V21/XL
c(k) V3p1/) L2
k1k2+ c(k) V1p2—/)1L2
k,' + c (k ) Vf, /Z2
c(k) VP, /3„2
c(k) V,', /Z,'
c(k) vf, /~L2
k2+ c(k) V3e3/XL2J
(2.14)
1
V11F1 + V12F2 k1k2 + c ( k) V12/)tL
1,(k) = V2'1F1+ V2'2F2 k1' + c(k) V2p2/P. L2
Vf, F, + V,',F, c(k) V3p2/i L'
c(k) VP, /),2
c(k) V,', /) 2
k +c(k) V3p3/11L2
k2 +c(k) Vt, /XL V11F1+ V12F2 c(k) V1'3/XL
I (k) = —k k, +c(k) V„/X V F1+ V22F2 c(k) V23/21L
c(k) V31/AL V3'1F1 + V32F2 IC C(k) V33/XL
ic2 + C( k) V11/~L klk2 + ( k) V12 /i1L 11F1 + V12F2
I' (k) = —k k1+c (k) V21 /XL k1 + c(k) V22/iLV121F1 + V22F
c(k) V31/XL c(k) V32/3L V31F1+ V32F2,
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
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The magnetic field h(x) due to a single vortex can be obtained by feeding the vector potential (2.13) into the
relation h(x) = '7 x A(x), i.e.,
or
d'kh~(x) =i Jii 2 k2A3(k) exp(i k x)21r
d'k
h2(x ) =—I'
»
k~A 3(k) exp(i k x )2m'
d kh3(x) =i ~ [k&A&(k) —k A2(tk)] exp(ik x)(2m)'
detI 3(k, $)h)(r, X) =i J (2m)' o detI'p(k, qh)k2 J d@sin$c(k, @) exp[ikr cos(X
—@)]
t
detI 3(k, f)h2(r, X) = i —J k' dpcos$c(k, d) ' exp[ikr cos(X —qh)1(2Ã) detl p(k, @)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
c(k, )h, (r, X) =i k~ dqh ' [cosgdeti'q(k, $) —sin@detI ~(X, $)]exp[ikr cos(@—X)](2m) " o detI'p(k, Q)
(2.23)
where (r; X) and (k, $) are defined through the rela-
tions,
x~ = r cosX, k~ = k cos$,
x2 = r sinX,
,
k2 = k sing (2.24)
Recalling that the third axis in this coordinate system
is directed along the vortex, we find that the nonvan-
ishing components, h~ and h2, of the magnetic field h
indicate that the microscopic magnetic field due to
the vortex is not generally along the vortex direction.
In order to evaluate the integrals (2.21)—(2.23), we
need c function and V& for the anisotropic supercon-
ductors. It will be shown in Sec. III that the Fourier
amplitudes, c(q) and VIJ(q), for the cubic supercon-
ductors with Fermi-surface anisotropy and the isotro-
pic BCS coupling depend, not only on VN(0) and
q gp, but also on the parameters a& (I = 4, 6, 8, ... )
ai= J"d'kF p(kF)HI(VF)
where p(kr) is the direction-dependent density of
states in direction of the Fermi momentum kF and
Hl(~r) is the cubic harmonics of I th order. Here ~r
denotes the direction cosines of the Fermi velocity
v~. Taking into account only the two parameters a4
and a p and assuming VN(0) =0.32, we obtain the
following expressions for c ( q ) and Vz ( q ) in the
coordinate system given by the principal axes in the
crystal:
(2.25)
which measure the Fermi-surface anisotropy. Here V
is the BCS coupling constant, N(0) is the total densi-
ty of states at the Fermi level, gp is the average
coherence length at T =0 K defined as $p = up/mk
where vo is the mean Fermi velocity. The parameter
a~ is defined by
(a) The Fourier amplitude of the c function
c(q) =cp(q) +c4(q)H4(q) +c6(q)Hp(q)
where
(2.26)
cp(q) =exp[—0.4228(q(p)'956] -0.3621a42 {(qfp)P 4PP exp[ —0.9681(qgp)23'2] —0.7458(qgp)6 exp[ —0.4096(q gp) ]}
(2.27)
c4(q) =0.3535aq(exP {—0.7631(q (p) '294 tanh [04939(q gp) P64PP] }—exP {—04228(q gp) 2 2P' tanh[0. 3664(q gp) "43]})
(2.28)
c6(q) =—0.5679ap(exP {—0.4196(q gp)" tanh[0. 6569(q gp) "2P]}—exP {—1.733(q gp) ' ' tanh[0. 1168(qgp) "3']})
(2.29)
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and H4(q) and Hp(q) are defined as
«(q) =(",,')'"(qt +q2 +q3 ——,'),
H6(q) (11 X 21)(26) [qlq2q3 + 22 (ql +q2 +q3 $) ~o5]
Here q denotes the direction cosines of q.
(b) The function V„"(q)
Vt)(q) =1+5(21)'i a4y4(q) (q~ —5 —[H4(q)]}
+
—,
' [231(26)'i']a,yy(q) [q, q, + —,', [ H( q) ]+
,
', (qt———', ) ——,', —3[H&(q)]}
V»(q) = 1 +5(21)'i'a, y, (q) (q, ——,'- [H,(q)]}
+
—,
' [231(26)' ']a,yp(q) [q3 qf + 22 [H4(q)] + —,', (qq ——', ) ——,', —3 [H6(q)] }
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
V33(q) =1+5(21)' a4y4(q) {q3 ——, —[H4(q)]}
+ —[231(26)'i2]apy6(q) lqiq2 '+ —[H4(q)]+ —,', (q3 ) „-3[Ho(q)]} (2.34)
V'J(q) =0,~ for i A j (2.35)
where
and
2 ~'(q (o) '
15 42+m (q() /VW(0)
~'(q 4o)'
3465 26+m (q ) /66'(0)
(2.36)
[H4(q)] =qi +q2 +q3 ——,
2 2 2 1 4 4 4 3[H6(q)] = q q2'q3 + 22 (ql + q2 +'q3
(2.38)
(2.39)
%e now summarize the results of numerical compu-
tations of the magnetic field in the cases in which the
vortex is in [001], [111],and [110] directions,
respectively. In these three cases, Eqs. (2.32) —(2.35)
and (2.17) lead to
h, (x) =h2(x) =0 (2.40)
In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we present h3(x), the distribu-
tion of the magnetic field around the field reversal
regions in the plane perpendicular to the vortex, for
the different sets of the parameters (Kp, a4, ap) where
Kp —= A. L/gp. The angles given in these figures are de-
fined in such a way that the [110] direction
corresponds to 0'. %e tried three choices of parame-
ters (Kp, a4, a6)—
choice (i):
Ko =0 75, a4 =0 2, a6 =—0.1
choice (ii):
Ko =0.8, a4 =0.22, a6 =—0.08
choice (iii):
&p =0.8, a4 =—0.2, a6 =0.1
Note that choices (i) and (ii) are very similar to each
other. The Figs. 3, 4, and 5 respectively correspond
to the choices (i), (ii), and (iii). Comparing Fig. 3
with Fig. 4, we see that the magnetic field is quite
sensitive to the choice of parameters.
Let us now consider the preferential orientations of
the FLL in the weak-field region (the intermediate
region), i.e., 8 Bp Here 8.is the magnetic induc-
tion and Bp denotes the drop of the magnetization at
H=H,
~
In the case .ofhll[001], where the CL has
fourfold symmetry, the FLL prefers a square lattice.
According to Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), the magnetic field
for the choices (i) and (ii) takes a minimum value
when it is in the direction of [110] or [110]. There
fore, when we use the crudest approximation in
which the lattice constant of the square lattice is
equal to the distance where the magnetic field takes
its minimum value, the nearest-neighbor direction in
the cases of choices (i) and (ii) are parallel to [110]
and [110]. This is the situation which corresponds to
the first figure for the (Nb, [001]) case in Fig. l. A
similar consideration shows that the choice (iii) leads
to the square lattice with the nearest-neighbor direc-
tion parallel to [100] and [010]; this situation is simi-
lar to the (Pb-Tl, [001]) case in Fig: 1. However,
these results can easily be modified when we take
into account also the next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tions. For example, Fig. 4(a) shows that, in the case
of the choice (ii), the magnetic field at the next
nearest neighbor is highest (i.e. , least attractive)
when the nearest neighbor is parallel to [110] and
[110]. We thus expect that the nearest-neighbor
direction may somewhat deviate from [110] and
[110]. Situation is different in the case of the choice
(i). In this case Fig. 3(a) shows that the magnetic
field at the next nearest neighbor is lowest when the
nearest-neighbor direction is parallel to [110]or
[110]. Moreover, an approximate estimation of the
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field distribution in the plane perpendic-
ular to the single vortex line, (a) h II [001], (b) h II [111],and
(c) h ll [110],for the parameters (Kp =0.75, a4 =0.2, and
a6=M. 1). The angles are measured from the [110]direc-
tion.
FIG. 4. Magnetic field distribution in the plane perpendic-
ular to the single vortex line, (a) h II [001], (b} h II [111],and
(c) h II [110],for the parameters (KO=0.8, a4=0.2,
a6=—0.1). The angles are measured from the [110]direc-
tion.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic fields in the plane perpendicular to the single vortex line, (a) h II [001], (b) h li [111],and (c) h II [110],for
the parameters (K0=0.8, a4=—0.2, a6=0.1). The angles are measured from the [110] direction.
vortex-lattice interaction energy in these cases shows
that the energy difference caused by different orien-
tations of the square lattice is very small when the
next-nearest-neighbor interaction is taken into ac-
count. We may thus expect the appearance of the
domains with different orientations of the square lat-
tice. This situation is similar to the one observed'
experimentally in Nb, where the two FLL's are tilted
with respect to one another by the angle of 30'.
Let us now turn our attention to the case h il [111].
When we use the choice (i) or (ii) for the parame-
ters, Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) show that the magnetic field
takes the minimum value in the direction [110]and
also in the directions tilted by angles of 60 and 120'
with respect to.[110] direction. This agrees with the
experiments of Nb. In the case of the choice (iii),
the minimum of the magnetic field appears in the
[112] direction and those tilted by angles of 60' and
120' with respect to [112] direction. This agrees
with the experiment of Pb-Tl. The stable FLL is a
hexagonal lattice in which the nearest neighbors are
located at the minimum positions of the magnetic
field. This is consistent with the fact that the crystal
has the threefold symmetry.
In the case of h ll [110], the situation is quite com-
plicated. According to the Figs. 3(c), 4(c), and 5(c),
the directions, in which the magnetic field takes
minimum value, in general, do not agree with any
crystal symmetry direction. However when we con-
sider the reflection symmetries with respect to the
(110) and (110) planes, we find that the basic ceil of
the FLL forms an isosceles triangle, whose base is ei-
ther in the [110] direction or in the [001] direction,
depending on the choice of parameters (Ko,a4, a6).
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Field
Direction
(a)
Ko= 0.8
8 =022
a =-oos6
[001]
60'
60' [1 1 ol 60' f110]
Let us consider the BCS Hamiltonian,
Hacs = f d x [Qt »( i 0—) pt + p&»( i —it) hatt
—Vpt Qt '/It'll —P, ( /tt '/tt + Qt ft)]
(3.1)
(b)
o=os
a =-0.2
a6 014
[1ool
60'
60 l1 12' 60 [0011
where Qt t are the Heisenberg fields for the electrons,
p, is the chemical potential, and Vis the coupling
constant ( V ) 0) among electrons. It was assumed
that the superconducting interaction is an isotropic
contact interaction. In Eq. (3.1)»( /8) —is the deriva-
tive operator defined by
FIG. 6. Structures of the vortex lattices predicted by the
calculated magnetic field for the t~o sets of parameters
(Kp =0.8, a4 =0.22, a6 =—0.08) and (Kp =0.8, a4 =—0.2,
a6 =0.1).
The base angle a also depends on these parameters.
For example, when the choice (ii) for the parameters
[see Fig. 4(c)] is used, the base of the triangle is in
the direction [110],agreeing with the experimental
observations in Nb (see Fig. 1). On the other hand,
in the case of the choice (iii) [see Fig. 5(c)], the
base of the triangle is in the direction of [001]. This
is the situation which has been observed in the case
of Pb-Tl (see Fig. I). The observed base angle of the
isosceles triangle in Nb is a little larger than 60',
while our estimation of the vortex lattice energy
shows that the choice (ii) for the parameters leads to
the base angle somewhat smaller than 60'. We fee1
that this minor discrepancy may diminish when we
take into account the temperature effect.
Our theoretical results f'or the basic cell of FLL dis-
cussed in this section is summarized in Fig. 6. Com-
paring this with Fig. 1, we find a reasonable agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental
results when we use the choice (ii) for Nb and choice
(iii) for Pb-TI.
Recently, we calculated H,
~
and H, 2 of Nb by
means of the choice (ii) (i.e., ~0 =0.8, a» =0.22,
a6 =—0.08). The results well agree with experiments.
A detailed account of the study of anisotropic
behavior of H,
~
and H, 2 at various temperatures will
be published in a forthcoming paper.
(3.2)»( i 8)—exp(/ k ' x) = »(k) exp(/ k ' x)
where»(k) is the one electron energy measured
from the Fermi level. It has a cubic symmetry.
In the boson formulation the superconducting state
is described in terms of the free fields @t t(x) and
8(x), where @t t(x) are the quasielectron fields and
8(x) is the boson field which is the collective mode.
These fields can be written in terms of creation and
annihilation operators
d3k@(x)=„I »2 [~ktukexp(i k x —/Ekt)3/
+ aktuk exp( —i k x +iEkt)]
(3.3)
B(x) = Ji 3 2 [8» exp(i q x —i co»t)2m '"
+8»texp( i q'x+it»»t)]/(2»»»)~/2
(3.4)
where g(x) is the doublet field for the quasielectrons
@t(x)
@t(
t
(3.5)
The creation and annihilation operators o.q& ~, o,k& &
and B~, 8~~ satisfy the fermionlike and bosonlike
commutation relations, respectively. We use the
Fock space of these quasiparticles. Then any physical
operator is expressed in terms of a linear combination
of normal products of these free fields.
The quasielectron field $(x) satisfies the free-field
equation,
III. DERIVATION OF THE MACROSCOPIC EQUATIONS
FOR ANISOTROPIC SUPERCONDUCTORS
KITH CUBIC SYMMETRY
»( /8)73+ —— —Art @(x)=01 9
i Qt (3.6)
In this section we derive the macroscopic equations
(1.1)—(1.3) for the cubic superconductors with aniso-
tropic Fermi surface.
~here the v matrices are the Pauli matrices. This
equation can be obtained by imposing the condition
8 =—V(0~$tpt~0) %0 on the Heisenberg equation for
the electron fields Equation . (3.6) determines uk, vk,
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and Ek as
r
COSHk
~k ' p +k
sinHk
Ek = [e2( k) + ht] 'iz
r
—sinHk
COSHk
(3.7)
(3.S)
ln Eq. (3.7) the parameter Hk is defined through the relations
cos28k = a(k)/Ek, stn28k = 5/Er—,
where the energy gap 4 is obtained from the gap equation
d3k 1
(2m)' Ek
Next, we expand bilinear products of the Heisenberg fields rir in terms of the free particles;
fa err
T[rip(x)riit(y)) =y(x —y) + J d q d'p F &t(pq, xy) nn 1+g~~ d q J d p F "(pqx y)nqlnpt
(3.9)
(3.10)
+ d'q ' d3p Ft'~(p, q, xy)n4ttnpt+ ' d3q ~ d'p Ft4~(p, q, xy)n4ttnpt
+ ~ d I G ' (ixy)Br+ i d I G ' "(Ixy)8 +4 (3.11)
Here T is the chronological operator. In this expan-
sion the conservation of spin of quasielectrons is as-
sumed. The coefficients in the right-hand side of Eq.
(3.11) are defined through the following relations:
x(x —y) —= (Ol T[rir(x)rirt(y)) I0) (3.1 2)
G(x,y;q) =i d'z S(x —z) G(z)S(z —y)
Here
(3.1 5)
F"'(p.q, x y) —= &01 T[rir(x)rirt(y)~In. tn. t) ~ (3 13)
G (x y;7) —= (0I T [rII(x) rirt(y) l I &r), etc. (3.14)
These quantities are called the Bethe-Salpeter (BS)
amplitudes. The equations for these quantities can
be obtained from the Heisenberg equations. %hen
the pair approximation is used, the equation for the
BS amplitude (3.14) is the following homogeneous
integral equation":
G"'(q) = G'"(q) = [A~,/(~,' —~,))g(q),
404' = a)4+ Qr2(q, (o4)((uq2 ro4)
+ 25'R (q, co,) (o),'+ cu,')
~here
G"'(q) —= Gtt(q), G"'(q) —=—G2&(q)
g(q) =—G2$(q) —Grr(q) .
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
The quantities R (q, co4), cu4, and Q'2(q, co4) are de-
fined by
we can rewrite Eq. (3.15) with x =y as follows:
"dkdEG(q) =iJ,S(k,E)G(q)S(k —qE — , )
(3.20)
From Eq. (3.20) follow the relations between the BS
amplitude and the frequency ~, of the collective
mode' '
S(x-y) =-(oIT[@«)@'(y)halo) .
which is the Green's function of Eq. (3.6), and
—XG2t(x, x;q) XGr2(x, x;q)
G(x) =
II, G&&(x,x;q) —XGt~(x,x;q)
By using the Fourier representation,
(3.16) r
R (q, E) = —,' J,(E,+ E )f( k, q, E), (3.24)2~'
d3k
o), (q. E) = JI (e —e )'4R (q, E)
x (E++E )f(k, q, E)
(3.25)
G(xx) =G(q) exp(r q x —r'~4t) (3.18)
S(x) =i
~
S(k) exp(i k x —ikt), (3.19)~ dkdE(2m) 4
dkQ"(q, E) =——' t (E+E-—~+~-)(2rp)
x (E++E )f(k, q, E) (3.26)
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~here
E+ = E k+(tt2)-, q+ = q(k + 2 q) (3.27)
g2(q) =
~here
~2
M&
—
OJ&
V«)q[1 —Q)(q, («q)] (3.29)
f( k, q, E) =—V/EiE [(E++E )2 —E2] . (3.28)
Equation (3.22) is the relation which determines cuq
self-consistently. The BS amplitude g (q) was ob-
tained in Ref. 1S as
Let us now study the boson contribution to the
electric current. The boson current can be written
d3j '(x) = J '„, (0~ j (x) ~Bq) Bq+H.c. . (3.32)2~ '"
Here H.c. means the Hermitian conjugate. The rna-
trix element in Eq. (3.32) can be put in the form
(0)j (Bq) =——,' ([v(—iB„) v—( i B—y)]
x [G (x,y;q) + G,2(x,y;q)])
(3.33)
with
82Q, (q, o)q) =,Q(q, E') F ~ol (3.30)
where the operator v (—iB) is defined by
v ( i B)—exp(i q x) =v (q) exp(i q x), (3.34)
with v being the group velocity of the electrons, i.e.,
Q(q, E') = ra, + g"(q, E)(E' o),)—
+2a'Z(q, E)(E'+-,) . (3.31) -(-) Bq(q)9q (3.35)
The expression (3.33) can be written
(0(j [Bq) =exp(iq x —iruqt) J 3 v(k)
x (q+ —q )(E++E ) q +(q E~ —q+E ) a&qg(q)262
OJ —OJe e
(3.36)
where uses were made of Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21). Calculation of this quantity in the case of isotropic supercon-
ductors is rather easy because this quantity should be in the direction of q: The result is
(0)j (8,) =exp(iq x —i~qt) qg(q)cuq/q' (3.37)
for the isotropic case. However, in the case of anisotropic superconductors, the direction of (0~ j ~Bq) does not
need to be in the q direction. Therefore, we introduce a tensor a& and write (0~ j ~8q)
(0 )jt ) Bq) =
exp
(i q x —i cuq t) g ( q ) coq a &qt
where
d'k — 1 —V 262
attqt —~,-v;(k), , (q~ —q ), , +(q E+ q+E )—(2 qr) 2E+E E+ + E coy — Qj «1 (3.38)(3.39)
The current conservation law, B»j» =0, together with Eq. (3.38) leads to
a»q;q& =1
Let us now introduce the tensor Vt(q) defined by
V&(q) =q 2atj(q)
Then Eq. (3.40) gives
V&q;q~ =q
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
Note that this does not necessarily lead to Vit = 5&. Use of Eqs. (3.38) and (3.41) leads to the following expres-
sion for the boson current in the anisotropic superconductors;
3j, (x) = Jr cuqg(q) VJ(q)q~Bq/q'exp(iq x —icoqt) +Hc.(2qr)
2
=d(—i'7) Vq( i B)Bt,t,—Bq/(2coq)'i'exp(i q x —i«qqt) +H.c.
= d( i B) Vlt( i B) BtB (—x)— (3.43)
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~here
d (q ) =—[2//(2r0, ) '/'] ((o,'/q ') g (q )
It was shown in Ref. 12 that when the electromagnetic field is introduced, the replacement
(3.44)
(3.45)
should be performed everywhere in the theory. Here
q(q) —= [2//(2~, ) '"]g(q) (3.46)
and A is the vector potential. Such replacement makes the theory invariant under the gauge transformation
[A A + '7», 8 8 +(e /c) q(—i 8) X]. We thus have
j; = d ( i 9)—V/( i '7 )—8/8 (x) — d( i '7—) q (—i '7) V/( i V) A/—(x)
=d(—i'7) V/( i'7)d/8—(x) — Jl d'y c(x —y) V/( /&)&/—(y)4m'. L2e (3.47)
for the boson current. The following notations are
used:
lation is given in Appendix B.
Let us now derive the explicit form of V&. Equa-
tions (3.39) and (3.41) lead to
c(x) = J 3 c(k) exp(l k'x)2n
d(k) ~(k)
d(0) g(0)
1
d(0) g(0)
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
(2m)' ' 2EiE (E +E )' —o)'
(ei —e )(E++E ) 262
Using Eqs. (3.44), (3.46), and (3.29), we get
d(k) ~(k) = —,q' V[1 —Qt(q, o),)] (3.51)
+(a E+ F.+E )—
The integration element can be written
dk = W(0) de d2kF p( kF)
21T 3
(3.54)
d(0) q(0) = —, VA/(0) v02 (3.52)
where it was considered that, in the cubic supercon-
ductors, the anisotropy vanishes at q =0. In Eq.
(3.52) N(0) is the total density of states at the Fermi
level and uo is the mean value of uF2(k) over the
Fermi surface [vF(k) means the Fermi velocity].
Now Eqs. (3.49), (3.51), and (3.52) lead to the c
function
p(kr) =1/(27r)'N(0) uF(kF) (3.56)
which is the direction-dependent density of states
along the kq direction and is normalized as
d kF p(kF) =1 (3.57)
Following the arguments in Ref. 18, we now intro-
duce a new integration variable w;
VN(0) u02q2[1 —fit(q, (o~)] (3.53)
for the superconductors with anisotropic Fermi sur-
face (FS). Although this expression is the same as
the one for isotropic superconductors, c(q) for an-
isotropic superconductors is not a function of q 2, be-
cause the Fermi surface is anisotropic.
We computed the c function (3.53) numerically by
evaluating the integrals (3.24) —(3.26). We disregard-
ed the terms higher than the sixth order in the cubic
harmonics expansion. The numerical result was
presented in Sec. II. A detailed account of the calcu-
e =(E++E )' —(e+ —e )'
—
= (E++E ) ' —( q v F) '
%e then find
E++Eda d kF p(kF) = de d kF p(kF)E+E
1 1
+t/2 ( 4~2)1/2
(3.58)
(3.59)
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The integration domain for w runs from 4A' to e defined by
w =4(P3D+6')
with the Debye frequency p3o. Substituting Eq. (3.59) into Eq. (3.54), we have
pW
Vti(q)qj= —2q 5 VN(0) J dw . . . ——J~ d kF p(kF)
Let us now study the integral over the Fermi surface in Eq. (3.61)
vF(q vF)
o(z, q) = J d kF p(kF) = — Jl d'kF p(kF) lnfz+(q vF)']FS z+(q vF)' 2 Bq
v;(q vF)
w —~2+(q vF)'
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
'I
We can evaluate this integral by using the cubic harmonics expansion (see Appendix 8). The result is
1o.(z, q) = —g ai [yl(z, q vp) HI(q)]
I Bg
where
al = (HI(VF)) = J d kF p( kF) HI(&F)
y((z, qup) = J dx PI(x) ln(z+qzvpx')
Here PI(x) is the Legendre polynomial of the I th order. Equation (3.63) can be divided into two parts;
-(.
, q) =-&"(., q)+-&'&(..q),
where a ' and cr are the components parallel and perpendicular to q, respectively, that is,
t 1 2~ 2x2
o O3(z, q) = gal dx PI(x) HI(q) +Z+q V X2
f 1
o "'(z, q) = —' ga, J dx PI(x) ln(z+q'up2x2) HI(q)2 0 Bq
Substituting Eq. (3.66) into Eq. (3.61),.we obtain
Vtl( q ) qg = V(J q) + VjJ q)
where
(3.63)
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
(3.67)
(3.68)
(3.69)
p W
V&t'3q& = 2qzdP VN(0—) J dw4a w w 4A 4 4
o'"(W -4p2 q)
W
q' (3.70)
W
VP q =—2q252VN(0) dw ——o.;2~(w —4p2, q)w'~ (w —4h )'~ 2 — wMq 6t)q
Since q;o 2 =0, Eq. (3.42) leads to
Vjj gg = Qi
which gives
Vv = hv(l)
%hen we use the coordinate system given by the principal axes of the cubic crystal, we find
(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
0H4(q)»2 ql 2 3= 5(21) —2 (q~ —,7 —[H4(q)))
8H4(q), &, q,= 5 (21) —[q2 ———[H, (q)] )
~02 5 4
8H4(q), &2 q3= 5(21) —,(q2 ——, —[H, (q)])
q
(3.74)
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and
BH, (q)
= —[231(26) ]—,(q2q2 +» [H4(q)]+» (q1 ——,) ——„—3[H6(q)]jq1 2 2 1 1 2 3 1
BH6(q) 1 1 2 q2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1= —[231(26) ' ]—,(q&qt +» [H4(q)] + —„(q2 7) 26 3[H6(q)]]
~q2
BH6(q) 1 1 2 q3 2 2 1 1 2 3 1= —[231(26) i ]—(q, q2 +—[H4(q)] +—(q2 ——) ———3[H6(q)],
~q3
(3.75)
Here q means the direction cosine of q; and [H4] and [H6] are defined by
[H4(q)] =,i H4(q), [H6(q)]=,i H6(q)4 . 8S 21'i' 231 26 ' ' (3.76)
Then Eqs. (3.69)—(3.76) lead to the following expressions for V;, (q) in the coordinate fixed to the principal axes:
V11(q ) = 1 + 5 (21) 'i'a 4y4 (q ) (q1 —6 —[H4 (q) ] [
+ —„' [231(26)' ']a6y6(q) (q2q3 + 22 [H4(q)] + —,', (qt ——,') ——„—3[H6(q)][+ .
V22 ( q ) = 1 + 5 (21) ' 'a 4&4(q) (q 2 ——', —[H4(q) ] ]
+ —'[231(26)' ']a6y6(q) (q2q1 + —„[H4(q)] + —(q2 ——) ———3[H6(q)]] +
Here
V33( q ) = 1 + 5 (21) 'i2a4y4(q) (q3 6 [H4 (q) ] ]
+ 4 [231(26) ]a6y6(q) (ql q2 + 22 [H4(q)1 + 11 (q3 6 ) 25 3 [H6(q)] [ +
VJ(q) =0 for i A j
pW 1
y&(q) =—q2b, VW(0) Jl dw, , — — 2 ——J dx P1(x) ln(w — qp+1q upx )4k W (W 4A ) 61 —&j) W
(3.77)
(3.78)
The above integral can be calculated analytically in
the two limiting cases, i.e., we have
2
y4(q) —" (q4o)',
27r2
4s04s q~" '
for q 0, and
y4(q) ——15 V&(0), y6(q) —-' VW(0),
(3.80)
for q
The results of numerical computation of y1(q) can
be approximately expressed by the following rela-
tions:
22r2(q go)'
15 42 [ +r'/7'(0)]( g)q'
1 (q2rg2p)'
3465 26+ [rr /66'(0)](q 11)
&(x) B(x) +2i( i B)f(x)— (3.83)
which regulates the boson condensation. Here f (x)
is a c-number function which satisfies the free-field
equation for 8. The boson transformation induces
the persistent current
J, (x) = —&0(j, (0)
C
, Jt d2y c(x —y) VJ( i%)—4m',2
x &~(y) ——Bjf(y) . (3.84)
e
1
These expressions were used in our analysis in Sec.
II.
We are now ready to derive the macroscopic equa-
tions (1.1)—(1.3) for the cubic superconductors. The
persistent current J is the vacuum expectation value
of the boson current j~. In the inhomogeneous
ground state j~ is modified by the boson transforma-
tion
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The Maxwell equation then gives
('7'S,i —d;Bi)Ai(x) =, ' d'y c(x —y) VJ( i—lt)
x
~,(y) ——'a,f(y)
e
(3.85)
We thus obtained Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3). It should be
noted that, according to the general theory of aniso-
tropic superconductors in Ref. 17, the quantity V&q;q,
is proportional to ~~ where cu, is the boson frequen-
cy. Since f(x) satisfies the free-field equation for B,
we find
APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF 9;f(x)
FOR SINGLE VORTEX
In the following we consider the single vortex state
in which the vortex line lies in the (110) plane, and
calculate 1);f(x) by means of the method presented
in Ref. 13. We use the coordinate system, where the
third axis is in the direction of the vortex line and
the first and second axes are situated symmetrically
with respect to the (110) plane (see Fig. 2). To em-
phasize the fact that the derivative operator V&( i 8)—
depends on 8 which is the angle between the vortex
line and the [001] direction, we denote it by
VJ( i 8, e—). Then, according to Eq. (1.1), the equa-
tion for f(x) is given by
Vu( —iB)8;Bif(x) =0 (3.86) VJ( i B, e—) 8;6&f(X) =0 (AI)
'7'f(x) =0 (3.87)
(V'si —9;Bi)Ai(x) =, Jt d'y c(x —y) V~( i6)—
L
in static cases. This is Eq. (1.1). When we consider
the relation (3.42), Eq. (3.86) is reduced to the La-
place equation. Summarizing we obtained the follow-
ing macroscopic equations for the cubic superconduc-
tors:
We have
v,,(—ia, e) =u, ,(e) v,.u.)(e), (A2)
where VI is the derivative operator in the coordinate
system given by the principal axis of the crystal, and
therefore, is given by Eq. (3.77). The transformation
matrix u;I was defined by Eq. (2.8).
The solution f (x) for the vortex under considera-
tion possesses the topological singularity expressed by
'7 x '7 f( x ) = 7re35(xt) 5(x2) (A3)
x & (y)- —B,.f(y)hc
(3.ss)
These equations hold in any coordinate system,
although the expression of V~& in Eq. (3.77) is true
only when the coordinate system is given by the prin-
cipal axes of the crystal. We can find V& in any other
coordinate system by means of suitable transforma-
tions [see Eq. (2.7)].
where e3 is the unit vector along the third axis. In-
troducing gi(x) by
g;,(x) = [0;, t),]f(x)
we see from Eq. (A3) that
g~2(x) =—g2~(x) = 7rs(x&) 5(x2)
(A4)
(A5)
and other components of gi vanish. Since 8f(x)
appears in the expression of the current, it should be
single valued
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and
D(B, e) =8;D;(8, e) (As)
Then Eq (Al) read.s
D(t), e)f(x) =0
Now, Eqs. (A4), (A6), and (A9) give
D(t), e)gj(x) =D(8, e) B~f(x)
which leads to
(A9)
(A10)
8;f( x) = Jt d'y G ( x y) D, (8, e)g„(y), —(A I I)
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where G(x —y) is the Green's function defined hy
D(9, 8)G(x) =5 (x)
Considering Eq. (AS) we find that
Blf(x) =vr JI 2 [V»(k, 8)kl+ V22(k, 8)k2]/k'exp(ik x)22r
d'k
8 f(x) =—2r JI [V (k, 8)k + V (k, 8)k ]/k exp(i k x)(22r) 2
a,f(x) =0,
where the relation V&k; k& = k was used.
(Al2)
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE c FUNCTION AND a(z, q)
A. Calculations of R ( q, E), ~q ( q, E), 0 (q, E), and c function
Let us first calculate the integrals R, co4, and Q",
R (q, E) = ~, (E++ E )f(k, q, E)(2rr)' (Bl)
e), (qE) = , J,(e+ —e )'(E++E )f(k, q, E)4R ( q, E) (22r) '
dkQ"(q,E) =—,' Jf, (E+E ~+. )(—E++E )f(k, q, E)21r 2
Here
f(k, q, E) =—V/E4. E [(E++E )' —E']
(B3)
(B4)
By using Eqs. (3.SS)—(3.60) we get the following expressions for Eqs. (Bl)—(B3):
R(q, E) =—,'AJf, „, , „, J d'k, p(k, )
w —E'+ (q. vF)' (BS)
—2( E) 1 A dw
2 R (q E) "4a w' '(w —4 )'
pW e —E
2R (q E) 4a2 wl/2(w 4A2)1/2 Fs
Q'2(q, E) =—252R(q, E) +282A J1 dw4a2 w'" w —4A2 '"
W e —F.
1
t
w —E + (q 'VF)
1
w —E'+(q vF)'
where A-= VN(0). To calculate Eqs. (BS)—(B7), we must treat the following integral over the Fermi surface:
l(z, q) = JI d'kF p(kF)FS z+(q vF)' (B8)
To evaluate this we use the Teichler's method. 2' Let us expand Eq. (B8) in terms of the spherical harmonics Yl .
We have the expansion
I(z, q) =44r g g d'kFp(kF) Ybn(&F) 2 J l dx~l(x) 2 2 '2 Ylm(7)I-0 m--I" "' ~+ q'~ px' (B9)
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where P/(x) is the Legendre polynomial of l th order,
~F an.d j are the angular parts of vF and q, respective-
ly. The expansion can be easily proved when we use
the formulas
42r X I,"(vt.) y/ (q) =(2/+1)P/(cosX), (810)
Assuming that the anisotropy of Fermi surface is
small (i.e., SuF/uo ((1where Su/ =uF —vo), we
replace vF2 with the average value eo over the Fermi
surface in the above integral, neglecting the direction
dependence of v~. The average value vo is defined
by
—,
' X(2l+1)P,(x)P,(x') =a(x-x'),
Imo
~here X is the angle between q and vF, i.e.,
q ' v F = q UF GOSX
(811)
vo = J~ d kF p(kF)uFFS
Then we get
l (z, q ) = X a/I'/(z. q uo) H/(q )
t
(814)
(8I S)
We can rewrite the expansion (89) in a compact form
when we use the cubic harmonics H1(q). A sym-
metry consideration applied to the integral over the
Fermi surface in Eq. (89) leads to
l(z, q) = X Ji d2k/ p(kF) H/(vF)
f 1
dxP, (x) —, ,-—,H1(q) .
~o z+q vox ~ (813)
a/ = (H/(vF)) =J,d'k, p(k, )H, (v,)
1,(z, )=„l d P, (x)Jo Z+a X
Equation (817) leads to
ro(z, n) = tanl ]a
AZ z
(816)
55 1 35 z2 35z3 30z 3 ) nI'4(z, a) =— —— + —+ — —+—tan24 0.' 8 0.4 ~' o.' az z
1 1
(819)
1 231 1 238z2 231z"I'6 z, a
16 S a2 a a6
1
231z' 315z' 105z 5 1 n+—,+, + tan '—0.' A Otz ' z (820)
/
Applying the formula (815) to Eqs. (85)—(87), we obtain the cubic harmonics expansion of R (q, E), co~(q, E),
and g"(q,E),
2
4h W (1u —4A )
,(q, E)=— f d, , -- . . .+ A &,J d — —'q ' H, (q), (822)—2g (q E) 4g2 1vt/2(1v 4A2)1/2 2lI ( E) ~ 1 4~2 ~1/2(~ 4A2)1/2
W
Q'2(q, E) = 2/32R (q, E) +2A2A —l dw 3 2 =——2A2A pa/„t dw H1(q)g 4g2 ~3/2(~ 4A2)1/2 / 4
~~2 ~3/2(~ 4A2)1/2
(823)
The expansion parameters a1 defined by Eq. (816) are the phenomenological parameters which measure the
Fermi-surface anisotropy.
The frequency tv~ of the collective modes are determined by solving the self-consistent rellation [Eq. (3.22)],
ru,
' = 01,'+ g"( q, 01,) (03,2 01,') + 2 A 28 ( q—, a1 q) (co q'+ 01,')
From the knowledge of co~ and Eqs. (821)—(822) we can compute the c function through the relation [Eq. (3.53)],
3(01q —01')
A q2v02 [1—Q 1(q, 01,) ]
The numerical results of the c function can be well approximated by
c(II) = co(q„a4, a6) + c4(q, a4, a6) H4(q) + c6(q, a4, ae) H/(q) (824)
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when we ignore aI with I &~ 8. The coefficients co, c4, and c6 have the following form:
cp(q a4, a6) = cp(q, 0, 0) + d~ (r) a4 + d2 (&)a4 + d3 (&)a6 + d4t ~ (r)a~a6
c4(q, a4, a6) = d~ (r)a4+ d2 (r)a4 + d3 (g)a6 + d4 (r)a4a6
c6(q, a4, a6) = d~ (r)a6+ d2 (r) a6+ d3 (r) a4 + d4 (r) a4a6
(825)
(826)
(827)
where r = q(p, gp=-up/orb, , and dt'1(r)'s are functions depending only on r W. e retain only the leading terms in
the right-hand sides of Eqs. (825)—(827):
cp(qa4, a6) = cp(1, 0, 0) + d)tP~ (r) a42
c4(q, a4, a6) = d,'4' (r) a4,
(828)
(829)
c6(q, a4, a6) = df61 (r) a6 (830)
I
We have numerically computed cp, c4, and c6 for ~a4~, )a6~ ~& 0.3 and VÃ(0) =0.32. The results are well approxi-
mated by the expressions in Eqs. (2.27)—(2.29).
Let us now calculate
B. Calculation of o (z q)
a. (z, q) =— d kF p(kF) = — ~ d kF p(kF) ln[z+(tf VF) ]&F(q &F) '1 8 2
z+(q V')' 2 r)q ""' (831)
which was introduced in Eq. (3.62). To expand (831) in terms of the cubic harmonics, we note that
fO
„,d'kF p(kF) ln[z+ (q VF)'] = 4m g g „,d'kp p(kF) &I'(i F) —,' dx PI(x) ln(z+ q'uF'x') Y, (q)
l Om -I
= g a,y, (z, q u p) H((q)
I
(832)
y I(z q up) = ~) dx PI(x) ln (z + q vpx') (833)
for small anisotropy case. Deriving Eq. (832) we used the formulas (810) and (811). Equation (832) leads to
o (z, q ) = & g aI [$1(z,qup) H~(g)]1 8 (834)
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